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Master the Spanish verbs amar, temer, partir, ser, estar, dormir, ir, pedir, poder, haber, tener, jugar -

with no memorization! Using repetition exercises designed to build your reflexes, the drills will help

you develop an instinct to select the correct verb form naturally, with no more hesitations.

Pronounce Spanish verbs the right way: The drills are narrated by a Spanish speaker and

guaranteed to help you learn and practice correct pronunciation - as it is spoken today. Highly

convenient and effective: Each drill is five to six minutes long and is very easy to do. You can listen

to the drills practically anywhere - on your commute, while driving or running, or during any free time

you have. The tenses covered include the affirmative, negative, and interrogative forms of: Presente

PretÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©rito imperfecto PretÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©rito perfecto Simple Futuro simple Condicional simple

PretÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©rito perfecto Compuesto Imperativo Participio Tenses that are barely used in actual

speech are not included in the drills, so you can focus on the essentials. Technical details: 204 drills

Total of 930 minutes of audio (15+ hours) Covers 90 percent of the conjugated verbs Make verb

conjugations easier. Practice the drills today!
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Most useful lessons I've found. I've tried Duolingo but it was focused on building too much

vocabulary. This ebook includes the audio drills and focuses on the most commonly used verbs.As

someone that has taken Spanish courses but doesn't have to speak the language very often, this is

the perfect refresher course. The audio included is helping me remember where to put the emphasis

when I say the words.If there was one critique, it would be that having all the forms of the verbs is



great but I don't remember exactly how to use them all. Examples of when to use them would be

helpful.

This book is straight forward and helps a lot with learning verbs and tenses in Spanish. Glad to have

this now that I am learning spanish. Wish I would have had this in high school. Would recommend

this to anyone that is taking Spanish or learning for fun.

Another great product to practice verb drills. But warning it does not give you a lot of verbs. Just the

few it gives makes the accompanying audio 15 hours. If you like verb drills make sure you buy the

audio to go with it.

"This book/audio actually reminds me of the graphs and lessons my spanish teacher and I made

when I was living in Madrid and learning Spanish while studying abroad years ago. I was looking for

something to help refresh my memory and do a little practice and this fit the bill perfectly. The audio

lesson was very welcome, it always helps to hear how the words should sound and practice my

pronunciation. I read this on my Kindle app on my ipad, and through 's "read now" function and the

only thing that seemed odd to me was that the page breaks did not line up, sometimes the last 2 or

3 conjugations of a verb were on the next page. Other than that it was a great refresher for me!"

The book is simple and easy to navigate. I think it would help if it is explained a little more. For

example, when you say participio for the tense it would be a lot easier to understand if the English

word was there too. Other than that, the book was easy to understand. I knew what I was reading

and I enjoyed looking at the different ways to say the verbs.

The book is nice to practice some verbs. Note that has only a few verbs (those in the description). I

think that the tense of the verb has to be written in english too for a easier understand in the audio

file. The audio works perfectly.

This is an excellent study tool if you already have some experience in Spanish. It is helpful to hear

the phrase and then repeat it. The link to the audio in the back of the book didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

work, but an email address is given and they were quick to send the correct audio.

I took Spanish many years ago in high school, so I have some basic knowledge of the fundamentals



of the language. I have been looking for something to help me brush up on my skills for a new job.

This book was a great resource! I really like that there was an audio pairing with the book, hearing

everything as well as seeing it was very helpful. I would definitely recommend this as a review or a

great start for beginners.
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